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Helen was approached by the homeowners to transform their existing dark internal kitchen, lounge
room and outside laundry into an extended open-plan family space with easy access and natural flow
from the front to the rear of the home.
The space was designed to exude a calming ambience, and be a relaxing haven away from the
bustling streetscape. Beautiful natural light now flows into the space through the newly-installed
tall glass windows and doors, ensuring the space remains light and bright during the day. It is both
understated and elegant, and features exquisite attention to detail.
A subtle link to the home’s heritage was achieved via features such as V-grooving panelling, glass
wall cabinets, freestanding cooker and the bevelled Shaker-style doors. The cabinetry has become
a study in symmetry, and continues through to the study and living areas. The appliances, fridge and
pantry are all cleverly hidden from plain sight to enhance the kitchen’s aesthetic. A calming palette was
achieved throughout with the use of the cool grey cabinetry, white cylindrical pendants and modern,
understated furniture.
Helen is well-known for her wholehearted commitment to her design projects, and it’s clear to see
that this one was a labour of love and passion. She collaborated closely with her clients throughout the
process to ensure the kitchen is exactly what they wished for and more. The end result is a stunning
space the family will love for years to come. It’s easy to see why the project has been one of the
highlights of Helen’s career thus far!
Designer Helen Baumann for Helen Baumann Design
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